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EA6841 ETERE ONSITE TRAINING SERVICES
Etere training provides professional advice that allows you to maximize
benefits and to amplify returns on your investment.

Maximize your benefits with Etere Training
Etere Training Services assist you in getting the most out of your technology
investment by improving the proficiency of your technical experts in installing,
configuring, and troubleshooting Etere solutions. Etere is committed to your
success, whether you want to improve your skills, get more creative with your
projects or build your resume, Etere Training programs can help you achieve your
goals.
Etere Training Services

Etere Training gives to your workforce the knowledge and skills they need to run a
system without errors and with enhanced efficiency. We offer a full suite of training
courses and certifications designed to help you leverage the potential of Etere
solutions.
Professional Staff
Etere offers a suite of training services tailored to typical operational as
well as systems administration needs. Our Training services are
designed to allow you to maximize your investment and ensure ongoing
smooth operation.
With the proper training, operators and engineers become more efficient
and knowledgeable in their duties; they will learn how to create
workflows to improve operations and reduce costs and mistakes.
The courses are prepared by expert Etere's engineers who know the
requirements to operate production rooms, master control centers,
newsrooms and network facilities because a lot of time they've faced
these challenges and designed solutions.
Training Courses
Etere Training helps you to acquire, maintain and optimize you technical
skills through a wide range of available courses.
Training can take place either on your site or, if convenient, at Etere's
offices. Our training courses, covers everything you need to know about
managing and maximizing the efficiency of your Etere modules.
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Certification
Become an expert in Etere systems with Etere's Certification courses
that aims to provide an in-depth understanding of Etere systems for
administrators and operators.
Our goal is to empower users with the best tools to thrive in the everchanging broadcast landscape and Etere system is designed to help you
to streamline operations and increase revenue.
Our certification courses come with the same renowned consistency,
exceptional service and proven track record that we are known for.
Get maximum benefits with certified courses conducted by Etere
trainers who represents a unique cross section of broadcast and IT
experiences.
About Etere
Since its beginnings in 1987, Etere has been preparing users for the
future. Etere is a worldwide provider of broadcast and media software
solutions backed by its mark of excellence in system design, flexibility,
and reliability. The revolutionary concept of Etere Ecosystem promotes
real-time collaborations and enhances operational efficiency across the
entire enterprise. Etere Ecosystem software solutions manage the endto-end media workflow and feature an integrative Web and Windows
architecture that is customizable to fit perfectly in any system.
Etere delivers on its service excellence commitment with a 24/7
worldwide support and inclusive software updates. Its portfolio of digital
technologies and market-proven remote/on-site services such as
consultancy, training, installation, and demonstrations are ready to run
with your business no matter where you are. Etere enhances your
adaptability for the future and empowers you with the most innovative
software tools to drive your business to greater heights.
To find a media management strategy that works for your business,
visit www.etere.com
Join the conversation at info@etere.com
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